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Thoughts from the CEO & Founder
Thank you for reading EnergySage’s third semiannual Solar Marketplace Intel Report™,
which covers the twelve-month period from July 2015-June 2016 (H2 2015-H1 2016).
	As the country’s leading online marketplace for solar, EnergySage has
the unique ability to observe and share market insights regarding the
exciting and fast-growing residential solar industry. In H2 2015 and H1
2016, we’ve witnessed several across-the-board trends:

Vikram Aggarwal
CEO & Founder

• R
 esidential solar costs continue to fall:
The average gross cost per watt quoted to EnergySage shoppers
fell by 3.3% from H2 2015 to H1 2016. The decline from H1 2015
to H1 2016 was 5.6%.
•	System ownership still dominates on EnergySage:
Over the past twelve months, 96.3% of solar shoppers on EnergySage
opted to purchase their solar energy system in cash or with a solar loan.
•	Solar installers increase diversification of offerings:
More solar installers are offering multiple equipment brands and
loan products to consumers. In H1 2016, over half of installers
on EnergySage offered multiple solar panel and inverter brands,
and over one third offered multiple loan products.
	We are pleased to feature several new analyses in this latest edition
of the Solar Marketplace Intel Report. First and foremost, we have added
national and state-level pricing benchmarks to this report. Our thanks
goes to Galen Barbose and the team at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory for providing us with this data, which allows us to compare
EnergySage Marketplace prices against the median residential prices
for solar in each market. You can find these benchmarks in the pricing
distribution graphs on our national and state-level insights pages.

Secondly, as 30% of EnergySage users join the Marketplace with a solar quote
already in hand, we have added a new chart in our consumer preferences
section that details which non-EnergySage installers provided these quotes.
Not surprisingly, the country’s largest solar leasing companies are the most
likely to have their quotes compared on the Marketplace.
Recognizing the increased trend towards solar panel system ownership,
we have also included a breakout section on solar loans in this edition
of the report. You’ll find an analysis of bridge loan offerings, loan terms, and
interest rates for solar loan products quoted in our Marketplace on page 13.
Lastly, this edition of the Solar Marketplace Intel Report also includes
an analysis of terms most commonly mentioned in consumer messages sent
to solar installers. Our message data offers insight into the most frequently
asked questions by consumers, and in turn provides an understanding of solar
shopper priorities and areas of interest.
It is my hope that our data reports contribute to the continued success
of the solar industry by empowering both buyers and sellers with increased
transparency. We look forward to hearing your thoughts and suggestions
for future editions. If you’re interested in additional data and analysis, please
reach out to us directly at data@energysage.com
Sincerely,

Vikram Aggarwal | CEO & Founder
EnergySage

National Insights

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

The average payback period for EnergySage shoppers is decreasing
Decreases in average cost per watt over the past twelve months coincided with a shorter payback
period for EnergySage users. On average in H1 2016, EnergySage users were quoted systems
that resulted in a payback period of just 7.5 years – a significant decrease from H1 2015, when the
average payback period was 8.2 years.

EnergySage analyzed solar quotes submitted to Solar Marketplace shoppers across the United States
in H2 2015 and H1 2016 and saw a continuation of favorable economic trends observed in previous
analyses. In H1 2016, EnergySage installers submitted solar panel system quotes featuring lower prices
and shorter payback periods than in 2015, offering an even stronger value proposition to solar shoppers.
On the national level, cost per watt has continued to fall steadily
Between H2 2015 and H1 2016, the average cost per watt quoted to EnergySage shoppers fell by
$0.12/W from $3.69/W to $3.57/W. When comparing the full eighteen-month period from H1 2015
through H1 2016 , gross costs decreased by $0.19/W from $3.78 to $3.57. Quoted installation
prices on EnergySage were also markedly lower than the national median price. According to data
from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Tracking the Sun IX, the national median gross
cost per watt was $4.39 in H2 2015 – significantly higher than the $3.63 median cost per watt
offered on EnergySage during the same time period.

EnergySage users consistently receive quotes for larger-than-average solar energy systems
The average solar panel system size quoted to shoppers on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace
in H1 2016 was 7.9 kW – a size that has held relatively steady over the past two years.
By comparison, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the typical size of a
residential PV system is just 5 kW.
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Northeast Insights: Massachusetts

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

The average payback period for EnergySage users in Massachusetts was shorter than any
other state profiled
While prices are high in the Bay State, a lucrative solar renewable energy certificate (SREC) program
means that the average payback period for EnergySage shoppers in Massachusetts is one of
the shortest seen in the country. In H2 2015, the average payback period in Massachusetts was
5.3 years. In H1 2016, it fell even further to 4.8 years.

EnergySage analyzed quotes submitted to Massachusetts users in the EnergySage Solar Marketplace
and found that, on average, solar shoppers in Massachusetts pay higher-than-average prices for
their solar energy systems. However, shoppers in the Bay State also benefit from the shortest payback
period of any state profiled in this report.
Solar shoppers in Massachusetts paid a higher price per watt than any other state
In H2 2015 and H1 2016, EnergySage users in Massachusetts received quotes that, on average, had
higher prices per watt when compared to the national average. Massachusetts shoppers paid an
average of $0.41 more per watt in H2 2015 and $0.26 more in H1 2016. However, quoted prices declined
by nearly 7% during the time period analyzed.
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Pacific Insights: California

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Break-even point for solar investment in the Golden State was almost a year shorter than
the national average
During H2 2015 and H1 2016, the payback period for solar shoppers in California was nearly
a year shorter than the national average. In H2 2015, California shoppers had an average break-even
point of 6.9 years, compared to 7.7 years nationally; in H1 2016, the break-even point in California
was 6.8 years, compared to 7.5 years nationally.

EnergySage evaluated solar panel system quotes submitted to property owners in California from
H2 2015 through H1 2016 and found that, while state and local solar incentives have all but disappeared
in the Golden State, EnergySage shoppers in California are still receiving some of the most compelling
solar offers in the country.
California shoppers were quoted smaller systems than national average, but meeting more
of electricity need
In H1 2016, the average system quoted to California users on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace met
94.8% of total annual electricity use, a steady increase over H1 2015 (89% use met) and H2 2015
(91.8% use met). However, solar panel system sizes were smaller than the national average: the average
solar panel system in California was between 6.4 and 6.6 kW, more than 1 kW below the national
average of 7.8 to 7.9 kW.
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Mountain Insights: Colorado

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Price dispersion for solar panel installations is decreasing in Colorado
EnergySage evaluated the price distribution of quotes offered to solar shoppers in Colorado and
found that there has been significant consolidation over the past 18 months. In H1 2015, the standard
deviation from the mean cost per watt was $0.67; by H1 2016, the standard deviation had shrunk
to $0.34/W. The majority of prices offered on EnergySage in Colorado were also lower than the median
prices in the state, which was $3.93/W in H2 2015 according to data from LBNL’s Tracking the Sun IX.

EnergySage analyzed quotes submitted to Colorado users on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace in
H2 2015 and H1 2016 and found that, while Colorado has some of the highest solar potential
in the country, solar quotes in the Centennial State had longer payback periods. However, cost per watt
in Colorado is below the national average, and quotes to consumers indicate some consolidation of pricing.
Colorado shoppers had longer payback periods and comparatively low electricity bills
The payback period for quotes offered to Colorado EnergySage users held steady at 10.3 years in both
H2 2015 and H1 2016, approximately two and a half years longer than the national average of
7.7 years (H2 2015) and 7.5 years (H1 2016). EnergySage users in Colorado also had lower average
monthly electricity bills than the national average: $56 lower in H2 2015 and $65 lower in H1 2016.
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Mid-Atlantic Insights: North Carolina

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Prices decreased faster than average as solar installers attempt to remain competitive
New realities in the solar market resulted in a significant decrease in cost per watt from H2 2015
to H1 2016 – the average price quoted to EnergySage shoppers in North Carolina fell from $3.57/W to
$3.38/W. Installation prices quoted on EnergySage were also notably lower than the median cost per
watt in the state. According to data from LBNL’s Tracking the Sun IX, the median price in North Carolina
was $4.38/W in H2 2015.

EnergySage analyzed quotes submitted to solar shoppers in North Carolina and found that solar costs
and benefits have changed dramatically in the last twelve months. A state tax credit for solar expired at
the end of 2015, resulting in a tighter market with lower prices and longer payback periods.
Disappearance of state incentive in H1 2016 significantly altered solar economics in North Carolina
The average EnergySage user in North Carolina was able to reduce their gross installation costs by
49% in H2 2015 thanks to the combination of the federal investment tax credit and a lucrative
state tax credit. By H1 2016, state and local credits had all but disappeared. As a result, the average
payback period in the Tar Heel State increased from 9.3 years to 12.1 years.
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Southwest Insights: Texas

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Some localized financial incentives continue to move the solar market in the Lone Star State
On average, the net cost for Texas solar shoppers using the EnergySage Solar Marketplace was
55.7% of gross costs in H2 2015 and 59.9% in H1 2016, lower than every state profiled in this report
except Oregon. This means that, in addition to the 30% federal tax credit for solar, Texas shoppers
were able to reduce their net cost by a further 10 to 15% with state and/or local tax credits and rebates.

EnergySage evaluated quotes submitted to solar shoppers in Texas and found that low pricing in
the Texas solar market has remained stable, and lower than any other state reviewed in this report.
In addition, Texas is one of the few states where significant financial incentives are available
to encourage solar uptake.
Unlike other states, price per watt for Texas solar installations remained relatively steady
The average cost per watt quoted to EnergySage users increased from $3.21/W to $3.29/W between
H2 2015 and H1 2016 – a 2.5% increase in all. EnergySage reviewed the full range of prices
quoted on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace and found that the standard deviation was unchanged
from H2 2015 to H1 2016, remaining at $0.40/W.
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Northwest Insights: Oregon

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Cost per watt decreased nearly 10 percent in the first half of 2016, high price dispersion remains
The average cost per watt quoted to EnergySage users in Oregon in H1 2016 was $3.54/W, a
$0.30/W decrease from H2 2015. In that same time period, however, quotes offered to solar shoppers
ranged from under $3.00/W on the low end to over $5.00/W on the high end. High price dispersion
reveals regional pricing differences within the state, such as between urban and more rural locations.

EnergySage analyzed quotes submitted to Oregon customers on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace
and found that solar costs decreased significantly from H2 2015 to H1 2016. In addition, Oregon solar
shoppers benefit from the most significant local financial incentives of any state analyzed in this report.
Robust state tax credit results in low out-of-pocket costs for Oregon solar shoppers
Due to the 30% federal investment tax credit and a significant state tax credit, the average EnergySage
shopper in Oregon reduced their gross cost of installation by nearly 70% in H2 2015 and 65% in
H1 2016. However, average system sizes in the state remained lower than the national average, as
did the percent of electricity needs met.
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Market Share: Equipment

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

EnergySage evaluated the equipment offered by installers in quotes submitted on the EnergySage
Solar Marketplace to determine what products are proposed most frequently. Over the past 12 months,
a few large manufacturers dominated the offers for both solar panels and inverters. These select
brands are growing their market share within the Marketplace.
More than 70 percent of EnergySage quotes featured one of five solar panel manufacturers
One of the top five solar panel manufacturers was included in 71.3% of quotes offered to EnergySage
users in H1 2016. LG has gained the most significant market share since H2 2014, tripling its
presence from 10.2% of quotes to 33% of quotes in H1 2016. Trina Solar is featured for the first
time in this market share analysis, replacing Hanwha. Installers offered 46 distinct panel brands
to shoppers in H1 2016, up from 43 offered in H2 2015.

Already competitive, market for inverters sees more consolidation in the first half of 2016
One of the top five inverter manufacturers was included in 89.5% of quotes to users on the EnergySage
Solar Marketplace in H1 2016. SolarEdge’s market share continued to grow, going from 38% in
H2 2015 to 45% in H1 2016, while SMA America saw a large decline. LG appears for the first time in this
analysis, taking the place of Fronius Power-One in the top five. LG inverters were included in 5%
of quotes to users in H1 2016.
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Installer Equipment Offerings

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

EnergySage analyzed installer quote activity to determine how many brands of panel and inverter each
installer features in their quotes to consumers. In H2 2015 and H1 2016, installers expanded their
equipment offerings to consumers: more installers are offering multiple panel brands and inverter brands
now than in the past.

After a brief contraction, more installers are offering multiple inverter brands in H1 2016
In H2 2015, half of solar installers on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace used a single brand of inverter
in their quotes. By H1 2016, that number had fallen to 44%, which is in line with previous trends.
Additionally, nearly 30% of installers featured three or more inverter manufacturers in their quotes to
consumers in H1 2016.

Fewer installers rely on a single brand of solar panels, and more than ever now offer five or more
panel brands
In H1 2016, 30.5% of installers used a single brand of solar panel in their quotes to EnergySage shoppers,
down from 39% in H2 2015. 41% use three or more solar panel manufacturers in quotes to consumers on
the Marketplace, of which 13% offer five or more.
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Installer Equipment Pairings & Price
EnergySage reviewed the panel and inverter combinations most frequently offered to solar shoppers
on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace. The top ten pairings, which in total make up slightly more than half
of the quotes offered on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace, were ranked based on cost, with the least
expensive pairing (Canadian Solar/SolarEdge) serving as the baseline.

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Installers are offering diverse pairings of panels and inverters
The top ten pairings are combinations of six panel brands and five inverter brands, reflecting
the consolidated market share of the top manufacturers on EnergySage. However, those brands
were paired in diverse ways. For example, LG panels were paired with three different brands of
inverters; SolarWorld and Canadian Solar panels were each paired with two different inverter brands.

SunPower panels and inverters top the charts when it comes to paired installation price
SunPower products were the most expensive of our top ten common pairings. The SunPower panel
and inverter pairing was nearly 20% more expensive on a gross cost per watt basis than Canadian Solar
panels and SolarEdge inverters, which had the lowest gross cost per watt of any of the top pairings.

Top Equipment Pairings by Price (H1 2016)
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Financier: Market Share & Loans Offered
EnergySage examined the loan options offered to solar shoppers in the EnergySage Solar Marketplace
and found that local and regional financing providers are gaining market share with EnergySage
customers. The top national solar lending companies, by comparison, are losing market share.
Local and regional financing options are gaining in popularity
From H2 2015 to H1 2016, local and regional financing programs increased their market share on the
EnergySage Solar Marketplace: Mass Solar Loan (Massachusetts) and Home Loan Investment Bank
(Rhode Island) both appeared for the first time in this report’s top 10 list. HERO Program (California) also
ranks in the top 10, although its market share fell by more than half from H2 2015 to H1 2016.

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Major national solar lenders are losing market share
At their peak in H1 2015, loan products from Admirals Bank, Sungage Financial and Dividend Solar made
up a combined 58% of loan options offered in the EnergySage Solar Marketplace. By H1 2016, they
represented 38%, a significant decrease in market share. During that same time period, solar lenders
such as Primary Residential Mortgage and Mosaic increased their market share.

Market Share: Top 10 Loan Companies
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Consumer Financing Preferences
EnergySage examined the stated and actual financial preferences of its users and found that, from
the point of registration, the majority of solar shoppers are interested in owning their solar panel system.
When solar shoppers select a quote on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace an even greater majority
choose to own their system, either by purchasing in cash or with the use of a solar loan.

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

Third-party ownership options remain popular nationwide
While EnergySage shoppers overwhelmingly choose system ownership, they represent a subset of
the national market, in part because many of the largest solar leasing companies do not provide quotes
on EnergySage. According to Lawrence Berkeley National Labs, 55.1% of residential solar installations
nationwide were third-party owned in H2 2015.

Majority of EnergySage shoppers choose to purchase their system
At the point of registration, 63% of users state a preference for system ownership, 8% prefer
third-party ownership, and 29% say that they have no preference. During the course of their online
shopping experience, the vast majority of those who stated “no preference” go on to buy rather
than lease: 96.3% of solar shoppers on EnergySage eventually choose to own their solar energy system.
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Solar Loan Analysis

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

EnergySage evaluated the specifications of loan products offered to its users in the EnergySage Solar
Marketplace and found that solar shoppers have access to a wide variety of loan terms, interest rates,
and repayment options.

EnergySage solar shoppers are receiving offers for flexible loan products
Solar installers on the EnergySage platform will typically offer multiple purchase options, including
both cash purchases and solar loan products, in their quotes to shoppers. More than 71% of EnergySage
solar shoppers who received one or more quotes with a loan product were offered a bridge loan option.
Solar financiers are offering a wide range of loan terms and rates to EnergySage users
Solar shoppers saw significant diversity in both the loan terms and the interest rates offered in the
EnergySage Solar Marketplace. Solar loan terms ran anywhere from one year to 30 years, with
the most frequently quoted terms between six and 20 years. Similarly, solar loan interest rates ranged
from 0% to 10% percent, and most loans offered rates of between 3% and 8%.
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3-4% 4-5% 5-6%

6-7% 7-8%

8-9% 9-10%

Loan Interest Rate
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Solar Shopper Preferences

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

When users register for the EnergySage Solar Marketplace, they are given the option of indicating
preferences on their property profiles. These preferences include financing options, whether they
want installers to provide a quote or site visit first, and whether they already have quotes from solar
installers outside of the EnergySage Solar Marketplace.

Significant minority of users enter marketplace with a quote in hand
In H2 2015 and H1 2016, 30% of EnergySage users had already received a quote from a solar
installer at the point of their registration on the Marketplace. Of these quotes, many come from national
installers of third-party owned systems. SolarCity, Sunrun, and Sungevity were the three most
frequent non-EnergySage installers to have their quotes uploaded and compared on the Marketplace.

More than three-quarters of solar shoppers want a quote before a site visit
When asked to indicate a preference, 85% of EnergySage users in H2 2015 – H1 2016 stated
that they wanted to receive quotes from solar installers before they received a site visit. This is a slight
increase over the last Solar Market Intel Report, when 82% of users said they wanted a quote first.

Solar Financing Preferences

Highest Priority When
Evaluating Solar Panels
45% Best Value

29% Any

Non-EnergySage Installer Quotes
Uploaded & Compared on Marketplace

18% Maximum Production

8% Lease or Power Purchase

16%	Most Advanced Technology

Agreement

3% Most Attractive Panels

63% Solar Loan

30

18% No Preference

Preference for Site Visit
First or Quote First

Marketplace Registrants
with Quote in Hand

85% Quote First

NOTE: Data have been revised to reflect outlier removal in user-provided data and improved payback period calculation.

28.1%

20
15
10

7%

5

11% No Preference
4% Site Visit First

Percentage of Quotes

25

30% Has Quote
70% No Quote

6%

0

SolarCity

Sunrun

Sungevity

2.3%

2.1%

Vivint

Direct
Energy
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30

ES National

Consumer-to-Installer Message Data

Solar Marketplace Intel Report™

15

4

5

6

Gross Cost ($/W)
EnergySage users ask more questions
about panels than inverters, loans than leases
EnergySage users discussed solar equipment offerings frequently in their messages to installers.
While
both
panels
prominently
user message data, the term “panels”
Avg.
Cost
Persolar
Watt
($) and inverters featured
Size of was
Quoted System (kW)
Payback
Periodin (Years)
over four times more likely to be used than the term “inverter.” Keeping with trends seen elsewhere
in
this report, users were also more likely to inquire about loans than other financing options – the
$3.69
7.8 term
7.9
$3.57
“loan” appeared 1.9 times more frequently
H2 ’15 than “lease,” and 3.2
7.7times more frequently than “PPA.”

7.5

H1 ’16
H1 ’16

H2 ’15

H1 ’16

88.0

H2 ’15

H1 ’16

Net Metering

SolarEdge

Price

Monitoring

Microinverters

Information
SunPower Panels

NOTE: Data have been revised to reflect outlier removal in user-provided data and improved payback period calculation.

Going Solar

Efficient Panels

Enphase PPA

kwh

Battery
Site Visit

Compare Site Survey
Savings

Roof
Panel Warranty

Electric Car

Research

Warranty

Model

SolarWorld Panels

Value

Lease Optimizer

LearnEfficient
More
Financing
Ground Mount

Panel Upgrade

84.3

Tax
Credit
Phone Number

H2 ’15

Percentage of Usage Offset (%)

Tesla

3

Black Panels

2

A smaller, but still notable, subset of users inquire about specialized energy products
Consumer messages to installers featured a variety of terms that indicate an interest in more
specialized products. The words “microinverters” and “optimizer” appeared frequently in messages,
reflecting a pivot away from the standard string inverter option. EnergySage users are also
increasingly interested in energy storage options, as indicated by the frequent appearance of the
terms “battery” and “Powerwall.”

Option

H1 2016 to identify the top areas of interest for consumers, as well as the most frequently asked
5questions. Overall, messages from solar shoppers on the EnergySage Solar Marketplace focused
on solar equipment and financing offerings. A subset of messages also included terms related
0to specialized products and services.

Grid

10EnergySage analyzed message traffic sent by solar shoppers to solar installers in H2 2015 and

Powerwall

Percentage of Quotes

20

National

National Median*

25

Inverter Electric Bill

Panels
Premium Panels

SREC

Loan
Expensive

Offset
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What can EnergySage data do for you?
	EnergySage used aggregated quote and installation data from the EnergySage Solar Marketplace to conduct
the market analyses featured in this report. EnergySage marketplace data can be used to better inform installers,
utilities, policymakers, and solar businesses across the country. Data points from the Marketplace include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Details
Size of system
Production estimate
Year 1 production guarantee
Production ratio
% of electricity need met
Panel and inverter brand
Monitoring system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loan Details
Monthly costs
Loan term
Down payment
Loan amount
Interest rate
Interest-free loan amount and term
Minimum credit score

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Costs and Financial Benefits
Total gross cost
Out of pocket cost
Federal, state, and local tax credits
Net cost (after tax credit)
$/watt gross cost
Net 20-year savings
Average cost per kWh
Discount over utility rate
Rate of return

•
•
•
•
•

Lease Details
Monthly costs
Year 1 cost per kWh
Annual rate escalation
Duration of agreement
Minimum credit score

About EnergySage, Inc.
EnergySage is the country’s leading online marketplace for solar, and the trusted source of
information for over 1 million homeowners and commercial property owners across 30+ states.
The company sends an estimated $700 million worth of solar installation requests annually
to more than 350 pre-screened, high quality solar installation companies. The EnergySage
Marketplace is unique in that it allows consumers to request and compare competing installation
quotes online, unlike traditional lead generation websites. For this reason, leading organizations
like National Grid, Sierra Club, World Wildlife Fund, and Staples leverage the platform to
empower their audiences as they consider adopting solar. The EnergySage formula of unbiased
information, transparency and choice helps property owners go solar with confidence – at a
higher rate of adoption, and lower cost. For more information, please visit EnergySage and follow
us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

